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Abstract
The aim of the present paper is to extent the well known fundamental estimates













   c  kk
    IRnN      IRn is open and bounded 
Based on a generalization of the 
Caccioppoli  inequality
 we are able to es
tablish the extended fundamental estimates wrt the Lp norm of Wm p solutions
 	  p   of the linear system  	
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  Introduction and statement of the result
Let     IRnn   be an open and bounded set with points x  x       xn Further let
N m be integers  
First of all we introduce some notations which are used frequently in the present paper




j j Then we recall the usual dierential operator






If u     IRN then Dku denotes the matrix of spatial derivative of order k k  IN 
 ie Dku  fD uigiNj jk 

Wk q  Wk q    resp   q  	 k         denote the usual Sobolev spaces
















jD ujq l         k 
Wk q 	 IRN  Wk q   	 IR
N     etc denote the spaces Wm q N   Wk q   
N      etc
of functions with values in IRN 







uj   in   i         N 











  c  kk
     IRN 
here  denotes the number cardf       n  IN
nj jj mg    c   const  
In what follows let  	 p 	  be some 
xed real number
Definition   A vector function u W p 	 IRN is said to be a weak solution of the sys 
tem  if the following integral identity is valid for each 










idx    
Let BR  BRx 
  denote the open ball in IRn with the centre x  and the radius R  
Let v  Wk BR k  IN   Then there exists exactly one polynomial of degree  k
denoted by P x Rk such thatZ
BR
D v  P x Rk dx    jj k
  We write kukq  instead of juj q  
 If no confusion can arise we write shortly BR instead of BRx  

The polynomial P x Rk is called the mean value polynomial  of v of order k for the ball BR
cf appendix	 pp 
The main result of the present paper is the following general form of the fundamental
estimate with respect to the Lp norm
Theorem   Assume  Let u Wm p 	 IRN be a weak solution of the system 
Then for each integers   k  l    m there exists a positive constant Akl depending
only on n m N  p and c   such that for all concentric balls B    BR    
Z
B 
kDku P x l k






kDku P x Rl k
p dx 
where P x Rl P
x 
l resp denotes the mean value polynomial  of u for the ball BR B
resp
The de
nition of P x Rk shows that
DkP x Rk   D
kuBR
 for k         m and
DkP x Rk    for k         m












k         m  
Z
B 






kDku kp dx 	
k         m  
In recent time the fundamental estimates cf  has frequently been used for study of
regularity or partial regularity of weak solutions of elliptic systems for instance see in 
 Some generalizations of these estimates are known for the case p   For instance
harmonic vector functions and weak solutions of quasilinear systems have been investigated
in  Further results have been obtained in  upon investigating parabolic systems
For the prove of the fundamental estimates we need an appropriate Caccioppoli 
inequality with respect to the Lp norm In section  we will show that such an inequality










follows from the Caccioppoli  inequality with respect to the L  norm Based on this
general result in section  we will derive a corresponding fundamental estimate for weak
solutions u of system  belonging to the space Wm p 	 IRN
 Preliminary lemmas
Here we recall some known results which we are going to apply in the following sections
We start with a well known Gagliardo  Nirenberg interpolation inequality cf  
Lemma   Let B   IR
n   be any open ball Then for each u Wm qB   q 	
	 k  IN  m  the multiplicative inequality
kDkukrB  c
h















here c  const   depending only on n  q   and k 
Proof   Firstly let us consider the case    and x    Then the assertion
 is proved by using the Gagliardo  Nirenberg interpolation inequality provided
in 
  Secondely let    and x   IR
n be arbitrarily chosen Then let us consider the
coordinate transformation y  x  x  Now the desired inequality  follows from
  having applied the transformation formula of the Lebesgueintegral
Lemma  Let D   IRn be a bounded domain with lipschitz boundery D Moreover let
l  IN   and   q 	  with q  nl Then the Sobolev space Wl qD is continuous




jwj  c kwklqD w W
l qD
cf 
Next we mention a general form of the Poincare  inequality cf also  For the
sake of completion we give a short prove of this result in the appendix
Lemma  Let v  Wk qBR k  IN  	   q 	  Then we have the following






jD v  P x Rk j





jD v  P x Rk j
q dx
s  t  IN 	   s 	 t  k where the constant c depends only on n  q  k  t and s  
Finally we prove a technical lemma which can also be found in  chapter 
Lemma Let f be a non negative and bounded function dened on the interval a  b
 	 a 	 b 	  Furthermore let A B   and  	  	  are positive constants such
that for all a   	 R  b
f  AR   B  fR






Remark that c  c        is the best constant in 
Proof Let a   	 R  b be arbitrarily 
xed Then we de
ne a decreasing
sequence ftjgj of real numbers by
i t  
ii tj  tj   
jR  j         

For simplicity we set t  s  At  s   B a  s 	 t  b Then applying
assumption  iteratively to the sequence ftjgj we obtain for each k  IN  
f  ft  t  t  ft 
 t  t  t   t  
 ft     
   
kX
j
jtj  tj  
kftk
Because of kftk  
k sup
tab




jtj  tj as k in case that this sum is 




jA  j R   B
 This denition immediately implies tj  R as j  

Now let us choose  such that
  	 
Condition  guarantees that the right hand side of  is 
nite which entails the
assertion  with c  c          
Finally the fact that c      attains its minimum at    
  implies that c 
c        is the best constant in 
 A Generalization of the Caccioppoli Inequality with
respect to the Lpnorm
In this section we are going to prove an extension of the so called Caccioppoli type
inequality We have the following
Theorem  Let u  Wm p 	 IRN be a weak solution of the linear system  Let
condition  be fullled Then there exists a constant   m  depending only on n m and
















where c  const   depending only on n m N  p and c  
Proof  Let x     be arbitrarily 
xed The proof of the theorem will be devided into
two steps
  In the 
rst part we will obtain a Caccioppoli inequality with respect to the L 
norm Clearly any weak solution u  Wm p 	 IRN of system  assuming  is con
tinuous dierentiable on each open set        In particular u belongs to Wm loc  	 IR
N











  	  	 R 	 distx    

	 In what follows the letter c denotes some positive constant which may change their numerical value
from line to line but depends neither on the radius of the chosen balls nor on the solution u 

The inequality  is easily obtained by inserting into  the addmissible testfunction

i  ui m i         N 
where   Cmc IR
n is an appropriate cuto function such that  	  on B   	  on
Rn n BR       and jD
  j cR  j j  jj m Here c  const   depending
only on n and m cf also  












Next let  	 s 	 t  R 	 distx     be arbitrarily chosen Having set t 

















































where A  c Rm
m kuk BR 









 	  	 R  distx      

  Secondly let k   denote the uniquely determined integer which satis
es
n












Next set   mm  and suppose that for some j  f       m g the inequality






holds true for all  	  	 R 	 distx    
Let  	 s 	 t  R 	 distx     be arbitrarily 
xed Setting t kD
mukqj Bt using
Holders inequality from the assumption  we get
s   nn t







 kukqj Bt 

On the other hand by  cf lemma putting r  qj  q  qj and   m
therein we receive















































where A  c R	
j mm kukqj BR








 	  	 R 	 distx    


 Here  n denotes the measure of the unit ball in IR
n 

Since  has been proved for j   cf inequality  we may use the implication
 


























whenever  	 t 	 distx     with an suitable   	   m cf lemma we may








 	  	 R 	 distx     


where the constant c depends only on n m N  p and c   This concludes the proof of the
theorem
Remark that the constant  in  may be estimated by km  	   km 
Corollary  Assume  Let u  Wm p 	 IRN be a weak solution of system
 Then for each multi index          n the function D
u belongs to the space
Wm ploc  	 IR
N and is a weak solution refering to  Furthermore for any integer h  







where c  const   depending only on n m N  p  h and c   Here  denotes the constant
which appears in 
Proof  Let B    BR     and h  IN   be arbitrarily 
xed De
ne j 
  jR h  j         h
Since u  C 	 IRN        using integration by parts an elementary calculation
shows that for any multiindex          n the function D
u satis
es the integral
identity  Consequently Du Wm ploc  	 IR
N is a weak solution of the system 
 Notice that by the absolute continuity of the Lebesgueintegral one may obtain  	 also for each

    R  distx   
 Remark that   j  j   R j       k  

Now applying  to the function Du jj h jm	   j  h replacing  by j








where c and  are the same constants as in  cf theorem Bj  Bj 	 j         h







j         h












R m kDmh ukpB    






what concludes the proof of assertion 
 Proof of Theorem  
Let l  k  IN   k  l    m and BR     be arbitrarily 
xed Since in the particular
case R 	  	 R the assertion  is trivially ful
lled without loss of generality we may
assume that  	   R
For almost all y  B we set
wy  ux  Ry P
x R
l x  Ry 
where P x Rl denotes the mean value polynomial  of u of the order l for the ball BR Using
the transformation formula of the Lebesgue  integral an elementary calculation shows
that w Wm ploc B	 IR
N is a weak solution of the system  in the unit ball B

Next let s denote the smallest integer satisfying s  np Setting h  slm 


















Combining  and  with    and R   yields
kDjwkppB   c kwk
p
pB  
j         hm
Now inserting estimate  into  gives
kDlwkppB  c
n kwkppB    	   
Finally using the transformation formula of the Lebesgueintegral setting   R
with help of Poincares inequality  from  we get
Z
B 

















kDku P x Rkp dx

for all  	  	 R  distx    
Now assertion  is obtained after having applied once more the Poincare  inequal
ity  combined with 
  Here a denotes the greatest integer  a 

 Appendix
Proof of Lemma   Let BRx    IR
n be arbitrarily chosen Let v  Wk qBR k 
IN  	   q 	
  In order to prove assumption  we proceed as follows Let c  IR jj k denote
the coecients of the polynomial P x Rk  ie




 for x  IRn
It is readily seen that for each jj k










 x  IRn  








By an elementary calculation one can see that  is ful
lled if and only if the coecients
c jj k satisfying the following system of linear equations
X
jjk















 dx if   
 otherwice
jj  jj k
It is immediately obvious that the matrix A  fa  j jj  jj kg is of triangular form
Moreover a    measBR   jj k what proves the regularity of A Hence there
exists exactely one vector c  fc j jj kg such that  is ful
lled
  Let l  IN   l 	 k and let          n be a multiindex with the length
jj l Since by  the mean value of the function Dv  P x Rk  taken over the ball BR
vanishes we are in a position to apply the known Poincare  inequality Hence




jDv  P x Rk j






jD v  P x Rk j
q dx 
where the constant c depends only on n and q
Summation over jj l now provides according to 
jv  P x Rk j
q
lqBR




Finally let s  t  IN   s 	 t  k be arbitrarily chosen Then we conclude the proof
of the lemma by applying  iteratively starting with l  s until t  ie
jv  P x Rk j
q
sqBR
 cRq jv  P x Rk j
q
sqBR




where c  cn  q  s  t
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